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Spin(7)-INSTANTONS FROM EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
ANDREW CLARKE AND GONC¸ALO OLIVEIRA
Abstract. In this paper we study Spin(7)-instantons on asymptotically conical Spin(7)-
orbifolds (and manifolds) obtained by filling in certain squashed 3-Sasakian 7-manifolds.
We construct a 1-parameter family of explicit Spin(7)-instantons. Taking the parameter to
infinity, the family (a) bubbles off an ASD connection in directions transverse to a certain
Cayley submanifold Z, (b) away from Z smoothly converges to a limit Spin(7)-instanton that
extends across Z onto a topologically distinct bundle, (c) satisfies an energy conservation law
for the instantons and the bubbles concentrated on Z, and (d) determines a Fueter section,
in the sense of [DS11,Hay12,Wal17a].
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1. Introduction
In this article we study gauge theory on 8-dimensional Riemannian manifolds whose
holonomy is contained in the group Spin(7). This is to say, Spin(7)-instantons.
Spin(7)-instantons. A Spin(7)-manifold M is a Riemannian manifold whose holonomy is the
Lie group Spin(7). Together with G2, this is one of the exceptional cases in Berger’s classifica-
tion of the possible Riemannian holonomy groups [Ber55] for non-symmetric irreducible simply
connected Riemannian manifolds. A Spin(7)-manifold comes equipped with a certain closed
4-form Θ known as the Cayley form. It turns out that Θ is actually a calibration and so the
submanifolds N ⊆M satisfying Θ|N = dvolg|N minimize volume in their homology class. Such
manifolds are known as Cayley submanifolds and have both known and expected relations
with certain connections known as Spin(7)-instantons. Let G be a compact semisimple Lie
group, a connection A on a G-bundle is said to be a G2-instanton if its curvature FA satisfies
∗FA = −FA ∧Θ,(1.1)
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2 ANDREW CLARKE AND GONC¸ALO OLIVEIRA
which suggests similarities with the theory of anti-self-dual connections in 4-dimensions. The
questions that we consider in this paper arise from a reduction of the partial differential
equation dΘ = 0 to a system of ordinary differential equations, and the instantons that can
be obtained by a reduction of Equation (1.1) to a system of ODE’s.
The chronology of the study of Spin(7)-manifolds is relatively well known. The classifica-
tion of Riemannian holonomy groups of non-symmetric, irreducible, and simply connected
Riemannian manifolds was made by Berger [Ber55] and then Simons [Sim62], after which
Bonan [Bon66] showed that the Spin(7)-holonomy condition was equivalent to the existence
of a parallel 4-form. Fernandez [Fer86] then proved it was sufficient that the form be closed
to have the holonomy reduction. However, it was only 32 years after Berger’s classification of
the possible Riemannian holonomy groups that in 1987 Bryant [Bry87] constructed the first
manifolds with Spin(7)-holonomy. Soon after this, the first complete example was found by
Bryant and Salamon in [BS89]. This example constitutes the main point of departure of our
work in this paper. As forcompact manifolds with Spin(7)-holonomy, these were first given by
Joyce in [Joy99].
The history of gauge theory on Spin(7)-manifolds is less well-known. The first-order
instanton equation in higher dimensions appeared in the physics literature over 35 years ago
[CDFN83,War84]. In the mathematics literature on gauge theory in higher dimensions, the
foundational references that suggest many geometric motivations, and show similarities and
differences with the 4-dimensional case remain as [DT98,DS11,Tia00,TT04]. The study of
Spin(7)-instantons on the compact manifolds constructed by Joyce was initiated by [Lew98]
and was later clarified and extended by Walpuski [Wal17b] and Tanaka [Tan12]. Nontrivial
examples on complete noncompact manifolds were however still unknown until our work in
this paper. The first results in this direction were given in the first named author’s work in
[Cla14], where instantons with singularities are constructed. In [LM17], the instanton equation
is regarded as an evolution equation and under symmetry assumptions the authors reduce the
instanton equation to an ODE. This ODE was then integrated yielding a family of solutions
which also develop singularities and may be related to those found earlier by the first named
author. We also note the article of Harland and No¨lle [HN12], which studies instantons in the
presence of Killing spinors, and on the associated cone manifolds.
Summary of the main results. Let Z be an Einstein 4-orbifold with positive scalar
curvature and anti-self-dual Weyl curvature. Furthermore, suppose that Z is spin, for instance
if it is smooth then it must be S4. Then, the total space of its bundle of positive chirality
spinors, which we shall denote by pi : E → Z, admits the Spin(7)-holonomy metric constructed
by Bryant-Salamon [BS89]. In particular, the zero section Z ⊂ E is the unique compact
Cayley submanifold of the Bryant-Salamon manifold.
We shall now state a non-technical version of our main results regarding Spin(7)-instantons
with gauge group SU(2). In order to write such a non-technical statement we have decided to
omit several other results and we encourage the reader to find these in the next subsection
which outlines the results and proofs in this paper. In the statement below we shall regard
the instantons as connections on the complex rank 2 vector bundles associated with respect
to the standard SU(2)-representation.
Main Theorem 1. There is a real 1-parameter family of Spin(7)-instantons {Ay0}y0∈[0,+∞)
on the trivial bundle C2 × E → E which are irreducible for y0 6= 0. As y0 → +∞, the
instantons Ay0 converge uniformly, with all derivatives, on compact subsets of E\Z to an
instanton Alim. Furthermore,
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(a) Alim extends smoothly across Z, and yields a Spin(7)-instanton on the bundle pi
∗E →
E.
(b) As y0 → +∞, the Spin(7)-instantons bubble off a charge-1 anti-self-dual connection
transversely to the Cayley Z ⊂ E.
(c) Regarding the energy densities |FAy0 |2, |FAlim |2 as currents, as y0 → +∞
|FAy0 |2 ⇀ |FAlim |2 + 8pi2δZ ,
where δZ is the current of integration associated with the Cayley submanifold Z ⊂ E.
These results may be interpreted as follows. Part (a) in the statement above illustrates two
different phenomena: an example of a removable singularity phenomenon, and of a bundle
change. Indeed, we have a sequence of Spin(7)-instantons converging to a limiting instanton
outside a calibrated submanifold Z. The limit connection extends across Z, although it
does so on a topologically distinct bundle. Parts (b) and (c) state that as y0 → +∞ the
Spin(7)-instantons concentrate along the calibrated submanifold Z ⊂ E and as stated in (b),
bubble anti-self-dual connections on the R4’s transverse to Z. We may also interpret (c) as
an energy conservation law, indeed 8pi2 is precisely the energy of the charge-1 anti-self-dual
connection on R4, i.e. the charge of the bubble.
The Spin(7)-instanton equation implies that the family of anti-self-dual connections bubbling
of transversely to Z must satisfy an equation known as the Fueter equation. This is a
quaternionic analogue of the Cauchy-Riemann equations for a function from Z to the moduli
space of anti-self-dual connections in the normal directions to Z. From our work we explicitly
obtain a solution of this equation which interpreted in the correct way is simply a certain
identity map, see Section 7.3. For more information on the Fueter equation in this context,
see [Wal17b].
Outline of the proof. Consider E\Z, the complement of the zero section Z in E. Then,
E\Z ∼= (0,∞)r ×X, where X → Z is the total space of the SU(2)-bundle with respect to
which E is associated to the standard representation of SU(2) on C2. In this polar type
decomposition of E\Z we can write Θ = dr ∧ ϕ+ ψ for ϕ = ϕ(r) and ψ = ∗ϕϕ depending on
r ∈ (0,∞). The explicit way in which this happens is given in Section 3 and depends on two
functions t(r) and ν(r) of the radial coordinate r. The condition for Θ to be closed determines
a non-linear system of ordinary differential equations for t and ν. We write solutions (t(r), ν(r))
of this system as integral curves of a 1-form on R2. By a homogeneity argument, we show
that initial conditions at r = 0 can always be found so that complete solutions exist and
give rise to a unique Spin(7)-holonomy metric up to scaling. The resulting metric is always
asymptotically conical and for X = S7, i.e. for Z = S4, we recover the metric of Bryant and
Salamon [BS89] in the form given by [GPP90].
On the trivial G-bundle over X, connections are determined by g-valued 1-forms on X. We
consider the trivial SU(2)-bundle over E\Z equipped with a family of connections depending
on a function x(r) of the radial coordinate r. Then, the condition that the resulting connection
be a Spin(7)-instanton turns into an ordinary differential equation for x(r). The first task at
hand now is to determine initial conditions for x(r) at r = 0 so that the resulting Spin(7)-
instantons smoothly extend across Z ⊂ E. As an application of the removable singularity
theorem of Tao and Tian we show that such Spin(7)-instantons extend across the zero section,
up to gauge, if and only if their curvature remains bounded in a neighbourhood of Z. This then
leads to a dichotomy on the possible values of x(0) and thus to two different singular initial
value problems for the function x(r). We solve these using a refinement, due to Malgrange,
of the fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem for solutions to ordinary differential
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equations. It turns out that the different singular initial value problems arising from the
dichotomy mentioned above are related to the different topological types of the bundles on
which the resulting Spin(7)-instantons extend across Z. The precise result we obtain is as
follows.
Theorem. Let A be a smooth Spin(7)-instanton for Θ on E arising from the procedure above.
Then, either
(1) A|Z is the connection on E induced by the Levi-Civita connection of the anti-self-
dual, Einstein metric on Z. In this case there is a unique Spin(7)-instanton Alim on
pi∗E → E with this property.
(2) A|Z is the flat connection on the trivial C2-bundle over Z, in which case there is a real
1-parameter family of such Spin(7)-instantons. These live on the trivial bundle E×C2,
are parametrized by y0 ∈ [0,+∞) with A0 being flat and the Ay0 being irreducible for
y0 > 0.
Our next theorem exhibits a phenomenon that also appears in [LO18] in the context of
invariant G2-instantons. This theorem gives geometric meaning to the constant y0 that
parametrizes our family of Spin(7)-instantons, as they appear in the previous theorem. For
this, we need to consider the standard charge-1 anti-self-dual instantons on R4, with respect
to the Euclidean metric. Choosing the origin as the centre of charge concentration, these
appear in a family {Aasdκ } for κ > 0. At a point z ∈ Z, denote by NzZ ∼= R4 (with induced
metric) the normal space at z to the submanifold Z ⊆ E.
Theorem. Let {Ay0}y0 be a sequence of Spin(7)-instantons given in the previous theorem
with y0 →∞. Then, the following are true:
(a) Given any κ > 0, there is a sequence 0 < λ = λ(y0, κ) → 0 with the following
significance: for all z ∈ Z, (sz,λ)∗Ay0 uniformly converges (with all derivatives) to
Aasdκ on B1 ⊆ NzZ.
(b) The connections Ay0 uniformly converge (with all derivatives) to Alim on all compact
subsets of E\Z.
Here, the maps sz,λ : B(0, 1) → Bλ(z) are given by the composition of dilation on the
normal bundle with the Riemannian exponential map. We note here how this result relates
the two families of connections Alim and {Ay0} that appear in previous theorem. Indeed, this
can be interpreted as saying that in order to compactify the moduli space of instantons on
the trivial bundle C2 × E → E we must add (at least one) instanton on the topologically
inequivalent bundle pi∗E → E.
In a sense, this indicates that the curvatures of the sequence of connections {Ay0}, in
directions normal to Z, concentrate along Z in the same way that the standard 4-dimensional
instanton curvature concentrates at the origin, as κ → 0. This heuristic statement can be
made more precise by our final main theorem, which indicates a form of energy conservation
between the connections {Ay0}, Alim and Aasdκ .
Theorem. Let y0 > 0, then the function |FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2 is integrable. Moreover, as
y0 ↗ +∞ this functions converge as currents to 8pi2δZ , i.e. for all compactly supported
f ∈ C∞0 (E,R)
lim
y0→+∞
∫
E
f(|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2) = 8pi2
∫
Z
f,
where in the later integral we use the induced metric on the Cayley submanifold Z ⊂ E.
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We first note that the coefficient of 8pi2 on the right is exactly the total energy of the
charge-1 instanton on R4. Next, we observe that this result is similar in spirit to the discussion
of Tian [Tia00] on the compactification of the moduli space; however, that result does not
directly apply in this case as the total energy is not finite.
There are many obvious similarities between the results of this paper and those of a previous
work of the second author with Jason Lotay [LO18] that considers gauge theory on certain
non-compact G2-manifolds. The principal difference is that here we do not presuppose any
homogeneity properties of the transverse slice X. That hypothesis is made redundent in this
case by the 3-Sasakian condition, which furnishes the ingredients for our construction. Also,
there already exist a large number of cohomogeneity-1 G2 manifolds, thereby motivating a
more detailed treatment according to their isotropy groups. Complete Spin(7) manifolds are
more sparce, and our treatment, as far as we know, already describes all known examples of
asymptotically conical Spin(7)-manifolds.
Acknowledgments. The second named author wants to thank Alex Waldron and Thomas
Walpuski for their comments.
2. Prerequisites from Spin(7) geometry
2.1. Spin(7)-manifolds. The standard definition of the group Spin(7) is as the universal
(double) cover of SO(7). However, via the spin representation, we can consider it as a
subgroup Spin(7) ⊂ SO(8). By the Berger-Simons classification of Riemannian holonomy
groups, Spin(7), with this representation, is one of the candidates as an exceptional holonomy
group. In fact, by a theorem of Fernandez [Fer86] the reduction of holonomy group to Spin(7)
is equivalent to the existence of a closed, 4-form Θ such that at each p ∈M , Θp takes values
in a certain closed submanifold of Λ4T ∗pM . This is determined by the condition that there
exists an isomorphism between TpM and R8 identifying Θp with the 4-form1
Θ0 = dx
0123 − dx0145 − dx0167 − dx0246 − dx0275 − dx0347 − dx0356
+dx4567 − dx1247 − dx1256 − dx2345 − dx2367 − dx3146 − dx3175.
The condition that at all points Θ takes values in this closed submanifold yields a reduction
of the principal frame bundle to have structure group Spin(7) = Stab(Θp). For a given
Riemannian metric, the condition that the holonomy group be contained in Spin(7) is
equivalent to the existence of some 4-form Θ, as above, for which the reduced principal bundle
is preserved by the Levi-Civita` connection of the metric. The theorem of Ferna´ndez says that
this in turn is equivalent to such a Θ existing, but only with the condition dΘ = 0. This is
usually summarized by saying that the Spin(7)-structure determined by Θ is torsion-free.
Having the previous discussion in mind, we shall regard a Spin(7)-manifold to be a triple
(M, g,Θ) as in the previous paragraph. In such a manifold, the reduction of structure group
to Spin(7) determines decompositions of the bundles ΛkT ∗M into sub-bundles corresponding
to irreducible representations of Spin(7) on Λk(R8)∗. In particular, Λ2 = Λ27 ⊕ Λ221 where
Λ27
∼= R7 is the standard representation of Spin(7) via SO(7), and Λ221 ∼= spin(7) ⊆ so(8) ∼= Λ2
with the adjoint representation of Spin(7) on its Lie algebra spin(7).
1A perhaps more transparent expression for this form is as Θ0 = dx
0 ∧ ϕ0 + ψ0 where ϕ0 and ψ0 are the
fundamental 3 and 4 forms on R7 that are invariant with respect to the subgroup G2 ⊆ Spin(7).
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2.2. Spin(7)-instantons. The gauge theoretic conditions that we consider are the following.
Let G be a compact connected Lie group and P →M a principal G-bundle on the Spin(7)-
manifold M . The curvature, FA, of a connection A on P is a section of the vector bundle
Λ2⊗gP . We say that A is a Spin(7) instanton if at each point FA takes values in the sub-bundle
Λ221 ⊗ gP . This is equivalent to A satisfying the equation
∗FA = −FA ∧Θ.(2.1)
As remarked in the introduction, this equation has similarities with 4 dimensional anti-self-dual
equations. Spin(7)-instantons are example of Yang-Mills connections which are the critical
points of the Yang-Mills function
E(A) =
∫
M
|FA|2 dvol,
with respect to compactly supported variations. This makes little sense in our case as the
examples that we construct have infinite energy, but even in this case the Yang-Mills equation
dA ∗ FA = 0 can be considered. Using 2.1 we immediately see that Spin(7)-instantons are
Yang-Mills as
dA ∗ FA = −dAFA ∧Θ− FA ∧ dΘ = 0,
by the Bianchi identity dAFA = 0 and the fact that Θ is closed.
3. AC fillings of squashed 3-Sasakians
On a 7-dimensional spin manifold X7 consider a G2-structure whose associated 3 and
4-forms are ϕ,ψ = ∗ϕϕ. Then, on (0,∞)r ×X, the 4-form Θ = r3dr ∧ ϕ+ r4ψ determines
a reduction of the structure group to Spin(7) whose associated metric is the cone over gϕ.
If the metric on X is 3-Sasakian, then the cone metric is hyperKa¨hler, and has holonomy
group contained in Sp(2) ⊆ Spin(7). However, in the case where X supports a 3-Sasakian
structure, there exists another metric obtained by shrinking three of the seven dimensions by
a common factor such that the new cone metric has holonomy equal to Spin(7). We shall now
review this construction, use it to re-derive the Bryant-Salamon Spin(7)-manifold in a way
compatible with writing the family of connections we are interested in studying.
Preparation from 3-Sasakian geometry. A 3-Sasakian 7-manifold is a Riemannian 7-
manifold (X7, g7) equipped with 3-orthonormal Killing vector fields {ξi}3i=1 satisfying [ξi, ξj ] =
εijkξk. Any 3-Sasakian X is quasi-regular in the sense that the vector fields {ξi}3i=1 generate a
locally free SU(2) action. The space of leaves Z4 comes equipped with the Riemannian metric
gZ such that pi : X → Z is an orbifold Riemannian submersion. With respect to the metric gZ ,
Z has the structure of an anti-self-dual Einstein orbifold with scalar curvature s > 0. If Z is
spin, then we can regard pi : X → Z as the lift to SU(2) of an SO(3), (orbi)-bundle of frames of
Λ2+Z. The Levi-Civita connection of Z equips it with a connection η = ηi⊗Ti ∈ Ω1(X7, su(2)),
where the Ti are a standard basis of su(2) satisfying [Ti, Tj ] = 2εijkTk. This has the property
that the η-horizontal forms ωi defined by
Fη = dη +
1
2
[η ∧ η] = − s
24
ωi ⊗ Ti,
form an orthogonal basis of (Λ2+ ker(η), g7|ker(η)) with |ωi| =
√
2 and s ∈ R+. We further
remark that the 3-Sasakian metric g7 can be written as
gts = ηi ⊗ ηi + pi∗gZ ,
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while squashing the fibers of X → Z by a factor of √5 we obtain the metric
gnp =
1
5
∑
ηi ⊗ ηi + pi∗gZ
This is obtained from the G2-structure determined by the 3-form
ϕnp = 5−3/2η123 − 5−1/2(η1 ∧ ω1 + η2 ∧ ω2 + η3 ∧ ω3),
is also Einstein, and the metric cone over gnp has holonomy equal to Spin(7). Such metrics
are known as nearly parallel and the above construction was first discovered in [FKMS97].
We refer to the survey article [BG01] and references therein for more information on 3-Sasaki
geometry.
Evolution equations. Considering X as a principal SU(2)-bundle over Z, we can construct
the associated (orbi-)vector bundle E = X ×SU(2) C2 over Z. Away from the singular locus
of Z, E is a smooth vector bundle, with Z smoothly embedded in E as the zero section.
Moreover, E \ Z is diffeomorphic to the product X × (0,∞). Typically in this work, we will
suppose that E is a smooth 8-manifold, although how the Spin(7) structures and Spin(7)
instantons degenerate on the singular strata could also lead to interesting questions.
For t, ν ∈ R+, we consider X equipped with the G2-structure ϕ
ϕ = t3η1 ∧ η2 ∧ η3 − tν2 s
48
(η1 ∧ ω1 + η2 ∧ ω2 + η3 ∧ ω3) ,
which determines the Riemannian metric gϕ = t
2ηi ⊗ ηi + sν248 pi∗gZ , the orientation −ω21 ∧ η123
and associated 4-form
ψ =
ν4
6
( s
48
)2
ωi ∧ ωi − ν2t2 s
48
(η1 ∧ η2 ∧ ω3 + η2 ∧ η3 ∧ ω1 + η3 ∧ η1 ∧ ω2) .
Now we let t, ν be functions of r and consider the Spin(7)-structure
(3.1) Θ = dr ∧ ϕ+ ψ,
on R+ ×X. We then have
gΘ = dr
2 + t(r)2
∑
i
ηi ⊗ ηi + ν(r)2pi∗gZ ,
and we note that, for any x ∈ X, the curve r 7→ (r, x) ∈ (0,∞) ×X is a geodesic for this
metric. The metric has holonomy in Spin(7) if and only if Θ is closed, i.e.
∂ψ
∂r
= dϕ.
This on the other hand turns into the ordinary differential equations
∂ν2
∂r
= 6t(3.2)
∂t
∂r
= 1− 2t
2
ν2
.(3.3)
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Figure 1. Level sets of ν4(ν2 − 5t2)3, with ν the horizontal and t the vertical axis.
The solutions. We start with the following example corresponding to the conical Spin(7)-
structure that exists on the cone over any nearly-parallel G2-structure.
Example 1. The cone over the strictly nearly parallel structure obtained by squashing the
3-Sasakian one is obtained by setting t2 = c21r
2 and ν2 = c22r
2 for some constants c1, c2.
Inserting this into the equations we get that c1 = 3/5 and c2 = 3/
√
5.
For this solution we can write ϕ = r3ϕnp, and ψ = r
4ψnp with the G2-structure ϕnp satisfying
dϕnp = −4ψnp.
This is the (proper) nearly parallel structure of [FKMS97], whose associated metric gϕnp is
(up to scaling) obtained by squashing the SU(2)-fibers of the 3-Saskian one g7.
The solutions to the system above can be written as the integral curves of the 1-form
(3.4) ω = (ν2 − 2t2)dν − 3tνdt,
in R2+ with coordinates (ν, t). The 1-form above is homogeneous and so can easily been
integrated, so that its integral curves are given implicitly as level sets of ν4(ν2 − 5t2)3, a few
of which are plotted in Figure 1. If we take initial conditions t(0) = 0, ν(0) = ν0 > 0, then the
curve (t, ν) is constrained to satisfy ν4(ν2 − 5t2)3 = ν100 > 0. Therefore, 1− 2t
2
ν2
≥ 1− 5t2
ν2
> 0
so t and ν are both strictly increasing for r > 0.
It is immediate from the above that any solution curve asymptotes as r → +∞ to the line
ν2 = 5t2. In particular, this shows that the resulting structure is asymptotic, as r → +∞, to
the conical one described in Example 1. It is also clear that those solution curves which start,
when r = 0 say, at t = 0 actually compactify on a R4 (orbi)-bundle E over Z4, whose sphere
bundle is X7. Indeed, in this case, for 0 ≤ r  1 we have
ν(r) = ν0 +
3
2ν0
r2 − 13
8ν20
r4 + . . .(3.5)
t(r) = r − 2
3ν20
r3 + . . . ,(3.6)
where ν(0)4 = ν40 ∈ R+ parametrizes the size of the zero section Z ⊂ E. Hence, the metric
gΘ = dr
2 + t2
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ ηi + sν
2
48
pi∗gZ
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on R+ ×X ∼= E\Z, considered as an R4 \ {0}-bundle over Z, extends smoothly over the zero
section. By the calculations that appear in the appendix, considering ν as an independent
variable, the metric takes the form
gΘ =
5
9
1
1− (ν0ν−1)10/3
dν2 +
1
5
1
1− (ν0ν−1)10/3
ν2
∑
i
ηi ⊗ ηi + sν
2
48
pi∗gZ .
The remaining solutions are either the conical one, in Example 1, and other incomplete
Spin(7)-metrics on the complement of the zero section in Z. Consider the connection on E
induced by the Levi-Civita connection on the anti-self-dual, Einstein Z. These incomplete
Spin(7)-metrics have the horizontal directions collapsing as one approaches the zero section
while the normal spheres are getting infinitely large in all directions.
4. Spin(7)-instantons
Evolution equations. We shall write the connection on the complement of the zero section
Z, i.e. on R+ ×X, in radial gauge A = a(r), where r ∈ R+. We can then interpret A as an
evolving family of connections on X. The curvature of A on R+r ×X and its curvature is
FA = Fa + dr ∧ ∂a
∂r
,
where Fa = Fa(r) denotes the curvature of a(r) as a connection on a bundle over {r} ×X.
Taking ∗ of Equation 2.1, the Spin(7)-instanton equation may be written as
(4.1) ∗ (FA ∧Θ) = −FA,
and having in mind the Spin(7)-structure 3.1 we compute ∗ (FA ∧Θ) = ∗gϕ(Fa ∧ ϕ+ ∂ra ∧
ψ) + dr ∧ ∗gϕ (Fa ∧ ψ). Hence, the Spin(7) instanton equations turn into
(4.2)
∂a
∂r
= − ∗gϕ (Fa ∧ ψ) .
We now turn to the connections a that we are going to consider. To this point we have
considered the trivial principal SU(2)-bundle on E \ Z. For great ease of calculation, from
this point on we consider the (trivial) associated vector bundle V , associated to the standard
representation of SU(2) on C2. Given the projection pi : E \ Z → Z described above, V can
be identified as V ∼= pi∗E. This bundle extends across the submanifold Z ⊆ E in several ways.
In the sequel (see Corollary 6) we will be interested in the extensions
(1) E × C2 → E, (trivial bundle on E),
(2) pi∗E → E.
Initially we consider connections on the bundle V → E \ Z. Later we will study how they
extend across Z.
Recall that X → Z is the principal SU(2)-bundle so that Λ2+ is the associated vector bundle
with respect to the standard representation of SU(2) on R3. Moreover, as E = X×SU(2)C2, we
have that E\Z ∼= R+ ×X. Hence, using a radial gauge, it is enough to write the connections
a(r) as 1-forms on X with values on so(3). So we write
(4.3) a(r) =
3∑
i=1
ai(r)Ti ⊗ ηi,
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and using the fact that dηi = − s24ωi − 2ηj ∧ ηk its curvature can be computed to be
Fa =
3∑
i=1
(
− s
24
aiωi + εijk(ajak − ai)ηjk
)
⊗ Ti.(4.4)
To compute the Spin(7) equation in its form as an evolution equation 4.2 requires
∗gϕ(Fa ∧ ψ) =
( s
48
)2 (
2ν2t2a1 + ν
4(a2a3 − a1)
)
T1 ⊗ ∗gϕ(ω21 ∧ η23) + . . .
=
2
t
(
a2a3 −
(
1− 2t
2
ν2
)
a1
)
T1 ⊗ η1 + . . . ,
where the dots stand for cyclic permutations of (1, 2, 3) and we used dvolϕ =
1
2
(
s
48
)2
t3ν4η123∧
ω21. Hence A = a(r) is a Spin(7)-instanton if and only if
∂a1
∂r
= −2
t
(
a2a3 −
(
1− 2t
2
ν2
)
a1
)
,
together with the similar looking equations obtained from cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3). In
particular, in the case when a1 = a2 = a3 =: x the connections 4.3 become
(4.5) a(r) =
3∑
i=1
x(r)Ti ⊗ ηi, with curvature Fa =
3∑
i=1
x
(
εijk(x− 1)ηjk − s
24
ωi
)
⊗ Ti,
and the equation for A = a(r) to be a Spin(7)-instanton turns into
∂x
∂r
= −2
t
x
(
x−
(
1− 2t
2
ν2
))
.(4.6)
Example 2. In the case of the conical metric on E\Z, i.e. when t = 3r/5 and ν = 3r/√5,
we have t2/ν2 = 1/5 so it is easy to see that x = 0 or x = 3/5 is a solution. The connection
with a = 0 is the trivial flat connection and the connection with x = 3/5 is the radial extension
of the connection
a∞ =
3
5
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti,
on the trivial C2-bundle over X. In fact, it is easy to see, using the static version of the
evolution equation 4.2, that a∞ is actually a G2-instanton for the nearly parallel G2-structure
of [FKMS97], existing in any squashed 3-Sasakian. For future reference we shall refer to a∞
as the canonical G2-instanton of the nearly parallel X.
The rest of this paper is devoted to construct all solutions to the equations 4.6 which give
rise to smooth Spin(7)-instantons for the complete Spin(7)-holonomy metric on E obtained
from ν(0) = ν0 > 0.
5. Solutions from ODE analysis
In this section we prove a classification result for Spin(7)-instantons for Θ on E which arise
from the evolution equation 4.6 from before. We start by settling the following.
Lemma 3. • If x >
(
1− 2t2
ν2
)
, then x is decreasing.
• If
(
1− 2t2
ν2
)
> x > 0, then x is increasing.
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• If x(r0) = 0, for some r0 > 0, then x(r) = 0 for all r ≥ 0. In particular if x is positive
somewhere, then it always remain positive.
Proof. Notice that for any of the complete Spin(7)-structures we are considering ν2 − 5t2 > 0
(see Figure 1). Indeed, this quantity is positive at 0 and cannot change sign as ν2 = 5t2 is an
integral curve of the 1-form ω in Equation 3.4, and its integral curves cannot intersect in the
positive quadrant. Hence, we also have that 1− 2t2/ν2 > 0. Then, the claims in the 3 bullets
follow easily from analysing the signs appearing in the right hand side of Equation 4.6, and
the standard existence and uniqueness theorem for ordinary differential equations. 
Corollary 4. If x(r0) > 0 for some r0 ∈ (0,∞), then the solution x(r) is bounded and exists
for all r ∈ (0,∞).
Proof. For any other r1 ∈ (0,∞), on the compact interval K = [r0, r1], by the previous lemma
the values that x(r) can take are necessarily bounded between
0 < min
{
min
K
(
1− 2t
2
ν2
)
, x(r0)
}
≤ x(r) ≤ max
{
max
K
(
1− 2t
2
ν2
)
, x(r0)
}
.
Therefore, by a comparison with the equation dxdt = Mx for M sufficiently large, we can
conclude that the maximal interval of the solution x includes K. 
We now wish to understand the behaviour of the connections for small values of r, and in
particular which solutions extend smoothly over the zero section Z = {r = 0} in E. Secondly,
we wish to determine their limiting behaviour along the conical end. For the first of these
points, we benefit from having the following criterion, which may be of independent interest
given its practicality in the cohomogeneity-1 setting.
Proposition 5. Let A be a Spin(7)-instanton for the structure Θ on E\Z as above. Then, A
smoothly extends over Z up to gauge if and only if its curvature remains bounded.
Proof. From the gauge invariance of the norm of the curvature it follows that for a connection
to smoothly extend over the zero section its curvature must remain bounded. Hence, this is
certainly a necessary condition. For the converse we use the instanton condition and appeal
to the removable singularity theorem of Tao and Tian [TT04]. Indeed, if the curvature is
bounded and Br(x) denotes a radius r ball centred at a point x ∈ Z, then we certainly have
that
lim sup
r→0
r4−n
∫
Br(x)
|FA|2 = 0,
where we note that here n = 8. Thus, Tao-Tian’s removable singularity theorem applies and
A smoothly extends over Z. 
We shall now use this to prove the following result.
Corollary 6. Let A be a Spin(7)-instanton for Θ on E\Z which in radial gauge can be written
as in Equation (4.5). Suppose A smoothly extends over Z, then either:
• A|Z is the connection on E induced by the Levi-Civita connection of the anti-self-dual,
Einstein metric on Z, in which case:
x(r) = 1 +O(r2).
• A|Z is the flat connection on the trivial C2-bundle over Z, in which case:
x(r) = O(r2)
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Proof. Appealing to Proposition 5 we shall simply impose the condition that the curvature
remains bounded. For this, and using the inner product 〈A,B〉 = − tr(AB) on su(2), we
compute
1
2
|FA|2 = 1
2
(|a˙|2 + |Fa|2)
= 3
(∂rx)
2
t2
+ 12
x2
ν4
+ 12
x2(x− 1)2
t4
,(5.1)
and recalling that for r  1 we have t(r) = r +O(r3) while ν(r) = ν0 +O(r2), we conclude
that either:
• x(r) = 1 +O(r2), or
• x(r) = O(r2).
These initial conditions can be geometrically interpreted as follows. The connections A
considered above live on the bundle pi∗E, where pi : E\Z → Z. This is trivial as an C2-bundle
and extends as a bundle over the whole of E by gluing it with either E or Z × C2 over the
zero section Z. In particular, the connection
a(0) := lim
r→0
a(r)
induces a connection either on E → Z or Z × C2 → Z. For connections satisfying the first
case above, we have
a(0) =
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti,
which is the Levi-Civita connection on X associated with the anti-self-dual Einstein metric
in Z. This defines a connection, on E → Z, so A extends across Z to give a connection on
pi∗E → E. On the other hand, for the second case above we have a(0) = 0 and so it is a
connection on the trivial bundle Z × C2 and A extends to give a connection on E × C2. In
summary, the initial conditions above determine whether A extends over the zero section as a
connection on E, or on the trivial bundle over Z. 
We now analyze the local existence around the zero section of solutions satisfying either of
these (singular) initial value problems.
Theorem 7. Let Θ be the torsion free Spin(7)-structure from Section 3 and A a Spin(7)-
instanton for Θ which in radial gauge may be written as 4.5. Then A is asymptotic as r → +∞
to the canonical G2-instanton a∞ of the nearly parallel X7, and either:
• A|Z is the connection on E induced by the Levi-Civita connection of the anti-self-
dual, Einstein metric on Z. In this case there is a unique Spin(7)-instanton Alim on
pi∗E → E with this property.
• A|Z is the flat connection on the trivial C2-bundle over Z, in which case there is a
real 1-parameter family of such Spin(7)-instantons with this property. These live on
the trivial bundle E × C2, are parametrized by y0 ∈ [0,+∞) and can be written as
Ay0 = r
2y(r)
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti,
for some real analytic function y of r, with y˜(0) = y0 ≥ 0. For y0 < 0 we obtain
Spin(7)-instantons which are only locally defined in a neighbourhood of Z.
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Proof. We start by addressing the initial value problem with the case when x(r) = 1 +O(r2),
in which case we shall write x(r) = 1 + r2y(r) for some real analytic y. Then, the ODE 4.6
turns into
∂y
∂r
= −4
r
(
y +
1
ν20
)
+ f(r, y),
where f(r, y) is real analytic in both entries. Then, by a theorem of Malgrange in [Mal74], see
also Theorem 4.7 in [FH17], a local solution to this equation exists if and only if y(0) = − 1
ν20
.
We now turn our attention to the case of x(r) = O(r2), for that we shall write x(r) = r2y(r),
for some real analytic y. Then, using the Taylor expansion for the metric as in Equations
3.5–3.6, the ODE 4.6 turns into
∂y
∂r
= −2y
(
y +
4
3ν2
)
r + f(r, y),
where f(r, y) is real analytic in both entries and of strictly higher order in r. Thus, the standard
local existence and uniqueness theorem for ODE’s applies and guarantees the existence of a
unique solution parametrized by y(0). For y(0) = 0 this solution is clearly y = 0, so x = 0
as well and corresponds to the flat connection. For y(0) > 0 (resp. y(0) < 0) the resulting
solution x(r) is positive (resp. negative) for all r > 0 as solutions cannot cross zero for r > 0
(by the standard existence and uniqueness theorem again).
We start by analysing the case when y(0) < 0, in which case by having in mind that
1− 2t2/ν2 > 0 we have
∂x
∂r
< − 2x
2
t(r)
which is a separable differential inequality. This can be integrated to give
x(r)−1 > x(ε)−1 + 2
∫ r
ε
dr
t(r)
,
for any r > ε > 0. Recall (see for example Equations A.1 and A.3) that for large r we have
t(r) = O(r) and so
∫ r
ε
dr
t(r) = O(log(r)) which is unbounded. As x(ε) = ε
2y(ε) < 0, there is
r0 < +∞ such that the right hand side vanishes and so x must explode at a finite distance to
the r = 0. This proves that the resulting instantons are only locally defined.
The remaining case is when y(0) > 0, in which case x(r) > 0 for all r > 0. However, x(r)
leads off as O(r2) and so by falls into the case of the second bullet in Lemma 3 and so is
increasing satisfying
0 < x < 1− 2t
2
ν2
.
Hence, the limit of x∞ = limr→+∞ x(r) exists and is finite. In fact, as we shall now show, we
must have
x∞ = lim
r→+∞
(
1− 2t
2
ν2
)
=
3
5
.
To show this, notice that since x(r) has a finite positive limit when r →∞, we must have
∂rx converging to zero in that limit. Hence, returning to equation 4.6, which in terms of
u(r) =
∫ r
ε t(s)
−1ds becomes
∂x
∂u
= −2x
(
x−
(
1− 2t
2
ν2
))
,
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we must have that the right hand side goes to zero when r → +∞, i.e. u(r) ∼ log(r3/5)→ +∞.
Again as x is increasing it cannot go to zero, so that we must have
lim
r→+∞x(r) = 1− limr→+∞
2t2
ν2
=
3
5
.
We shall now return to the solution with x(0) = 1. Then, having in mind that x(r) = 1− r2
ν20
>
1− 2r2
ν20
is now in the setup of the first bullet of Lemma 3 and doing exactly the same analysis
also yields that this instanton is asymptotic to the canonical connection a∞. 
Remark 8. As alluded to during the proof of Corollary 6, the instantons constructed in the
previous Theorem live either on pi∗E or the trivial one E × C2.
6. Explicit formulas for the solutions
In order to find explicit solutions to Equation 4.6, and inspired by the form of those in
the second bullet of Theorem 7 we shall transform the Equation 4.6 as an equation for the
function y(r) = x(r)
t(r)2
. Indeed, in terms of y(r), the connection can be written as
A = t(r)2y(r)
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti,
and given that t(r) = r + . . ., comparing with the second bullet of Theorem 7 we have
y(0) = y˜(0) = y0. Thus, the solutions in that second bullet are parametrized by y(0).
Regarding the Equation 4.6, a simple computation shows that in terms of y(r) it becomes
(6.1)
∂y
∂r
= −2t(r)y2(r).
This can be integrated using the initial condition y(0) = y0 to give
(6.2) yy0(r) =
y0
1 + 2y0
∫ r
0 t(r) dr
.
Indeed, in agreement with Theorem 7 we can check that these exist in all of E for y0 ≥ 0
while for y0 < 0 they explode at finite distance from Z, i.e. they are only defined for small
r. Furthermore, when y0 = 0 the solution corresponds to the flat connection. As in [LO18]
we shall now consider the moduli space of these solutions, which we may parametrize by the
coordinate y0 ∈ [0,∞). As in that reference we expect that in the limit when y0 → +∞, the
instantons Ay0 geometrically converge on the complement of Z to a connection Alim from the
first bullet of Theorem 7.
Indeed, we can also write Alim explicitly by naively taking the limit y0 → +∞ for r 6= 0.
This gives ylim(t) =
1
2
∫ r
0 t(r)dr
which corresponds to
xlim =
t(r)2
2
∫ r
0 t(r) dr
.
With this formula we can verify that xlim satisfies Equation 4.6 and is of the form xlim(r) =
1 +O(r2). In summary we have shown that
Proposition 9. The Spin(7)-instantons from Theorem 7 can be explicitly written as
Ay0 =
y0 t
2(r)
1 + 2y0
∫ r
0 t(s) ds
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti, and Alim = t
2(r)
2
∫ r
0 t(r) dr
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti.
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Remark 10. We can rewrite the explicit formulas above in terms of ν2 instead of r. This is
done using the formulas A.1 and A.2 for t2(r) and
∫ r
0 t(s)ds respectively, which we derive in
the Appendix. As a result of these and a short computation we obtain
Ay0 =
3
5
(
1 +
ν20 − 3/y0
ν2 − ν20 + 3/y0
−
(ν0
ν
) 4
3 ν20
ν2 − ν20 + 3/y0
) 3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti,
and also
Alim =
3
5
(
1 +
ν20
ν2 − ν20
−
(ν0
ν
) 4
3 ν20
ν2 − ν20
) 3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti.
Recall from Theorem 7 that both Alim and the Ay0 are asymptotic to the canonical G2-
instanton a∞ on the nearly parallel G2-manifold X. However, equipped with the formulas in
Proposition 9 it is easy to refine our study of the asymptotic behaviour of these instantons.
In particular, we shall be able to show some new phenomena which did not appear in the
analogous case of [LO18] for G2-instantons. In that case the analogue of Alim was asymptotic
to the relevant limiting connection at a strictly faster rate than Ay0 . For us this will not be
the case and we will show that Alim is asymptotic to a∞ at the same rate as the connection
Ay0 does (for generic y0). However, there is one specific value y0 = 3/ν
2
0 for which A3/ν20
decays at a strictly faster rate. The precise statement is the following
Proposition 11. Let A be one of the (non-flat) Spin(7)-instantons constructed in Theorem 7
and defined in the whole total space of E. Then A is asymptotic to the canonical G2-instanton
a∞ defined in Example (2) on the nearly parallel asymptotic cross section X7. Then,
• If A lives on pi∗E, i.e. if A = Alim then for sufficiently large r
|Alim − a∞| ≤ Cν20r−3,
for some positive constant C > 0 independent of y0;
• If A lives on the trivial C2-bundle, i.e. A = Ay0 for some y0 > 0, then
|Ay0 − a∞| ≤ C|ν20 − 3/y0|r−3.
Proof. We start with the computation for Ay0 , for which we may use the explicit formulas
above and recall that for t2(r) and
∫ r
0 t(s)ds we have explicit formulas in terms of ν, noting
that for large r, ν = O(r). We also note here that the estimates are calculated with respect to
the metric gΘ on 1-forms. These are given in the Appendix, namely in equations A.1 and A.2.
Then, for large r and so large ν we may compute
Ay0 =
y0 t
2(r)
1 + 2y0
∫ r
0 t(s) ds
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti = 3
5
1
ν4/3
ν10/3 − ν10/30
ν2 − ν20 + 3/y0
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti
=
3
5
(
1 +
ν20y0 − 3
y0ν2
+ . . .
) 3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti = a∞ + 3
5
ν20y0 − 3
y0ν2
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti + . . . ,
where the . . . stand for lower order terms. As a consequence of these and using the fact that
|ηi| ∼ t−1 ∼ ν−1 we compute that there is a constant C > 0 such that
|Ay0 − a∞| ≤ C
∣∣∣∣ν20y0 − 3y0
∣∣∣∣ ν−3.
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Proceeding in an analogous way we compute
Alim =
t2(r)
2
∫ r
0 t(s) ds
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti = 3
5
1
ν4/3
ν10/3 − ν10/30
ν2 − ν20
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti
=
3
5
(
1 +
ν20
ν2
+ . . .
) 3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti = a∞ + 3
5
ν20
ν2
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti + . . . ,
and so |Alim − a∞| ≤ Cν20/ν3. To get this as stated recall that ν(r) = O(r) and so by possibly
changing the constant C > 0 we obtain the stated result. 
Remark 12. The reader may have noticed that there is a special situation occurring in the
previous theorem. This is the case when y0 = 3/ν
2
0 for which the connection is
A =
3
5
(
1−
(ν0
ν
)10/3) 3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti,
and so is asymptotic to a∞ at a higher rate of O(r−13/3).
7. Moduli space compactness
As done in [LO18] for the analogous case of G2-instantons, we shall show that as y0 → +∞
the Spin(7)-instantons Ay0 geometrically converge to Alim away from the zero section Z. As
we shall also show, this is a Cayley submanifold along which the energy density concentrates
and an anti-self-dual (asd) connection “bubbles off” along the transverse directions. One
may interpret the fact that Alim smoothly extends across Z as an example of a removable
singularity phenomenon.
7.1. Bubbling and removable singularities. We start with some preparation which is
convenient for rigorously stating the bubbling phenomenon. Let z ∈ Z and λ > 0, then we
define the scaled exponential map sz,λ, with domain the unit ball B1 ⊆ NzZ ∼= R4 in the
normal bundle to Z, as
sz,λ : B1 ⊆ NzZ → Bλ(z) ⊆ E, x 7→ expz(λx).
Now we recall the basic ASD instanton on R4 with scale κ > 0. In polar coordinates on
R4\0 = R+r × S3, this is given by
(7.1) Aasdκ =
κr2
1 + κr2
3∑
i=1
Ti ⊗ ηi,
where these ηi are a standard left-invariant coframing of SU(2).
Theorem 13. Let {Ay0}y0 with y0 ↗ +∞ be a sequence of Spin(7)-instantons constructed in
Theorem 7. Then, the following are true:
(a) Given any κ > 0, there is a nullsequence λ = λ(y0, κ) with the following significance:
for all z ∈ Z, (sz,λ)∗Ay0 uniformly converges (with all derivatives) to Aasdκ on B1 ⊆ R4
as in (7.1).
(b) The connections Ay0 uniformly converge (with all derivatives) to Alim on all compact
subsets of E\Z.
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Proof. (a) We start with the proof of the first item. For this we use the explicit formula in
Proposition 9 and the expansion of t(r) in (3.6). Given these we compute
(sx,λ)
∗Ay0 =
y0 t
2(λr)
1 + 2y0
∫ λr
0 t(s) ds
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti = y0λ
2r2 +O(y0(λr)
4)
1 + y0λ2r2 +O(y0(λr)4)
3∑
i=1
ηi ⊗ Ti.
Choosing λ =
√
κ/y0 and letting k ∈ N0 we have
‖(sx,λ)∗Ay0 −Aasdκ ‖Ck(B1) ≤ Cky0λ4 =
κ2
y0
,
for some positive constant Ck not depending on κ and y0. As a consequence, for all ε > 0
there is y0 ≥ Ckκ2/ε such that
‖(sx,λ)∗Ay0 −Aasdκ ‖Ck(B1) ≤ ε,
which proves that indeed (sx,λ)
∗Ay0 converges uniformly with all derivatives to Aasdκ .
(b) We now turn to the proof of the second claim. This is an easy consequence of the explicit
formulas for Ay0 and Alim in Proposition 9. Indeed, given these we have
|Ay0 −Alim| =
∣∣∣∣ y0 t2(r)1 + 2y0 ∫ r0 t(s) ds − t
2(r)
2
∫ r
0 t(s) ds
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
i=1
Ti ⊗ ηi
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C t(r)
2
∫ r
0 t(s) ds
∣∣∣∣ 2y0
∫ r
0 t(s) ds
1 + 2y0
∫ r
0 t(s) ds
− 1
∣∣∣∣
≤ C t(r)
2
∫ r
0 t(s) ds
∣∣∣ 1
1 + 2y0
∫ r
0 t(s) ds
∣∣∣(7.2)
for some constant C > 0. The first term above is independent of y0 and on any compact set
K ⊂ E\Z is uniformly bounded by some constant CK depending only on K and not on y0.
As for the second term, this clearly converges to 0 as y0 ↗ +∞. In fact, by possibly changing
the constant CK > 0, we have
(7.3) |Ay0 −Alim| ≤
CK
1 + y0
,
on K ⊂ E\Z. Similar computations show that analogous estimates hold true for all the
derivatives of Ay0 −Alim. Hence, as y0 ↗ +∞ the right-hand side of these goes to zero and
the result follows. 
Remark 14. The fact that Ay0 → Alim away from the Cayley submanifold Z but Alim smoothly
extends across Z can be interpreted as an example of a removable singularity phenomenon.
This is a special case of a more general result of Tao and Tian [TT04] to which we have
actually already appealed in Proposition 5.
7.2. Energy conservation. We shall now follow the same strategy of [LO18] and prove an
energy conservation formula for these instantons when we pass to the limit y0 ↗ +∞. Indeed,
as in that reference, the instantons we consider here have infinite energy, and so the results of
[Tia00] cannot be naively applied. In order to make sense of an energy conservation formula
we shall interpret the energy densities as currents and prove a weak convergence statement
for these. Let δZ denote the current of integration associated with the zero section Z ⊂ E,
which we recall is a Cayley submanifold. It is in fact the unique such compact suborbifold (or
submanifold if Z = S4).
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Theorem 15. Let y0 > 0, then the function |FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2 is integrable. Moreover, as
y0 ↗ +∞ these functions converge as currents to 8pi2δZ . That is, for all compactly supported
f ∈ C∞0 (E,R)
lim
y0→+∞
∫
E
f(|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2) = 8pi2
∫
Z
f,
where in the latter integral we use the induced metric on the Cayley Z ⊂ E.
Proof. First, using the fomula (5.1) for the norm of the curvature we compute
|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2 =
3∑
n=0
yn0 (ν
2 − ν20)nNn(ν, t)
ν4(ν2 − ν20)4(y0(ν2 − ν20) + 3)4
,(7.4)
for some completely explicit Nn(ν
2) of the form
N3(ν
2) = (ν2 − ν20)4f3(ν2)
N2(ν
2) = (ν2 − ν20)2f2(ν2)
N1(ν
2) = (ν2 − ν20)4f1(ν2)
N0(ν
2) = (ν2 − ν20)4f0(ν2),
with the fn(ν
2) nonvanishing at ν2 = ν20 . For future reference we further mention that
(7.5) f2(ν
2
0) = 3888ν
4
0 .
Now, recall that 6tdr = dν2 and so dvolg = t
3ν4dr ∧ dvolg∗ = 16t2ν4dν2 ∧ dvolg∗ , where g∗
denotes the metric associated with the G2-structure ϕ
∗ = η123− s48(η1∧ω1+η2∧ω2+η3∧ω3) on
X ∼= r−1(s), ∀s>0. Thus, as for large r we have t2 = O(ν2), the integrability of |FAy0 |2−|FAlim |2
follows immediately from this formula and the fact that for all n = 0, 1, 2, 3 the (ν2−ν20)nNn =
O((ν2)5). Indeed, putting all this together we have
(|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2) dvolg ∼ (ν2)5+1−8dν2 ∧ dvolg∗ ,
and (ν2)−2dν2 is integrable for large ν2.
We shall now compute the current obtained as the limit of |FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2 as y0 → +∞ and
show it equals 8pi2δZ , the delta current of the Cayley Z ⊂ E. To achieve this it is enough to
show that
lim
y0→+∞
∫
K
(|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2) dvolg(7.6)
vanishes for all compact K ⊂ E\Z and equals 8pi2Vol(Z) for any K containing Z. Implicit in
this statement is the definition of δZ and the observation that each |FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2 is of
the form fy0(r) for some f : R
+
0 → R integrable with respect to the measure t3(r)ν4(r) dr
on R+, and so is enough to consider subsets K ⊂ E which can be written as sublevel sets of
r : E → R.
First, consider the case of a compact K ⊂ E\Z. Recall, from part (b) of Theorem 13, that
|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2 converges uniformly to 0 in K, and so from the dominated convergence
theorem it follows that (7.6) vanishes.
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In the case where Z ⊂ K we have
lim
y0→+∞
∫
K
(|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2) dvolg =
= lim
y0→+∞
∫ +∞
0
ds
∫
r−1(s)∩K
(|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2)t3(s)ν4(s) dvolg∗
=
1
6
lim
y0→+∞
∫ +∞
ν20
dν2
∫
r−1(s)∩K
(|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2)t2ν4 dvolg∗
and analyse what happens independently to each of the terms appearing in the formula 7.4.
Denote by Vol∗ the volume of r−1(1) with respect to g∗. Then, for n 6= 2, each of these takes
the form
In := lim
y0→+∞
yn−40
6
∫ ν20+ε
ν20
(ν2 − ν20)nNn(ν, t)t2
(ν2 − ν20)4(ν2 − ν20 + 3/y0)4
dν2 Vol∗
= lim
y0→+∞
yn−40
18
∫ ν20+ε
ν20
(ν2 − ν20)n+1fn(ν)
(ν2 − ν20 + 3/y0)4
dν2 Vol∗ + . . .
= lim
y0→+∞
yn−40
18
∫ ε
0
xn+1fn(ν0)
(x+ 3/y0)4
dx Vol∗ + . . .
= lim
y0→+∞
O(y−20 )
= 0,
where in the first equality we used the fact that for small r we have t2 = 13(ν
2 − ν20)− 19(ν2 −
ν20)
2 + . . . with the . . . denoting higher order terms.
As a consequence of this computation we have
(7.7) lim
y0→+∞
|FAy0 |2 − |FAlim |2 = limy0→+∞
y20(ν
2 − ν20)4f2(ν)
ν4(ν2 − ν20)4(y0(ν2 − ν20) + 3)4
,
and so
lim
y0→+∞
∫
K
y20(ν
2 − ν20)4f2(ν)
ν4(ν2 − ν20)4(y0(ν2 − ν20) + 3)4
dvolg Vol
∗
= lim
y0→+∞
y−20
18
∫ ε
0
xf2(ν0)
(x+ 3/y0)4
dx Vol∗ + . . .
=
f2(ν0)
18× 54Vol
∗
= 4ν40Vol
∗
Now recall that ν40Vol
∗ = Vol(S31)Vol(Z) = 2pi2Vol(Z) and the claimed result follows. 
Remark 16. Notice that 8pi2 is the energy of the charge-1 instanton on R4, i.e. the bubble.
Hence, the above really is an “energy conservation” formula, analogous to that of [LO18], and
a generalization of that in [Tia00] to the infinite energy context.
7.3. Fueter sections. As in the analogous case of G2-instantons a sequence of Spin(7)-
instantons with curvature concentrating along a Cayley submanifold gives rise to a Fueter
section of a certain moduli bundle as in [DS11,Hay12,Wal17a]. We shall now investigate the
particular situation of our set-up and what this Fueter section is.
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The moduli space M of framed charge 1 instantons in R4 may be written as
M∼= (HomR(C2, s+)\{0}) /Z2 × R4,
where s+ is the 4-dimensional spin representation of positive chirality and HomR(C2, s+) :=
Re(Hom(C2, s+)). This carries an SU(2)× SO(4) action, with SU(2) acting on the frames in
HomR(C2, s+) by precomposition and SO(4)-acting on R4 by rotations. Then, let Fr(NZ) the
SO(4)-bundle of frames in the normal directions and view E as an SU(2)-bundle. We can
define the charge 1-instanton moduli bundle as
M := (E × Fr(NZ))×SU(2)×SO(4)M.
Using S+ to denote the positive spinor bundle of Z, the Cayley condition implies that
S+ ∼= S+NQ. Having this in mind and unravelling through the above identifications we may
write
M∼= (HomR(E,S+)\{0}) /Z2 ×NZ.
Furthermore, noticing that in our case both E ∼= NZ and also E ∼= S+, so that
M∼= (HomR(E,E)\{0}) /Z2 × E.
Now, the bundle E has a quaternionic structure induced by the { s24 ωi}3i=1. Associated to
this we have a so called Fueter operator F on sections s of M with values in Hom(TZ, VM),
where
VM := (E × Fr(NZ))×SU(2)×SO(4) TM.
given by
F (s) = ∇s−
3∑
i=1
Ii∇Iis,
where Ii here is seen as acting both on TZ and NZ by using the identification Λ
2
+Z
∼= Λ2+NZ,
possible by Z being Cayley. A section s of M is called a Fueter section if F (s) = 0. In the
case we describe above there is an obvious Fueter section which up to scaling is given by
s = ([idE ], 0),
where [idE ] denotes the equivalence class formed by idE and −idE .
Remark 17. This suggests a possible strategy to find applications of Thomas Walpuski’s
de-singularization Theorem in [Wal17b]. This is the case when the underlying bundle E0
carrying the initial Spin(7)-instanton restricts to Z as S+.
Appendix A. Explicit formulas for the metric and its asymptotics
Recall that t(r) and ν(r) must lie on a level set of ν4(ν2 − 5t2)3 and for the metric to be
(backwards) complete2 it must be a positive level set of this quantity. Indeed, as at r = 0 we
have t(0) = 0 and ν(0) = ν0 parametrizes the solutions which thus satisfy ν
4(ν2 − 5t2)3 = ν100 ,
or in other words
(A.1) t2 =
ν
10
3 − ν
10
3
0
5ν
4
3
2It is always forward complete.
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Furthermore, one can check that t is positive and thus, by the first evolution equation 3.2, ν
is increasing. We may therefore change variables from r to ν which we may write as
(A.2) ν2(r) = ν20 + 6
∫ r
0
t(s)ds.
Somewhat more convenient is to write dr2 = ( ∂r∂ν )
2dν2 and use the inverse function theorem
together with A.1 to write this solely in terms of ν as
(A.3) dr2 =
5
9
ν
10
3
ν
10
3 − ν
10
3
0
dν2.
From this, the metric can be written as
gΘ =
5
9
1
1− (ν0ν−1)10/3
dν2 +
1
5
1
1− (ν0ν−1)10/3
ν2
∑
i
ηi ⊗ ηi + sν
2
48
pi∗gZ .(A.4)
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